YOUR ENVIRONMENT NEEDS YOU
Ambassador Role Description

Are you looking for some **campaign experience** for your CV or the chance to work on a **University wide environmental campaign**? Become an Ambassador!

Don’t worry, you will be fully trained and mentored throughout the year, so there is no need to panic if you have never done anything like this before.

It’s also a great way to get some **CV and campaign experience**. The working hours are flexible and fits around your studies/working pattern as you can give as much or as little as you like starting at just a few hours each term to help promote the campaigns.

Ambassadors will act as a two-way communication point between their accommodation and the Contracts and Environmental coordinator. This will help to drive the behaviour change in the staff and students and promote environmental and sustainability improvements and best practice across ACS and UNICUS.

The Ambassadors will be a role model to be actively conscious of saving energy and the environmental impact this has in student accommodation. To undertake low carbon initiatives within the residences such as recycling, switch off lights, printers and monitors at the end of the day.

- Communicate new initiatives (such as recycling to students to generate understanding and support
- Attend and participate in forums and meetings of the Ambassador network
- Promote and raise awareness about environmental initiatives
- Encourage and advise students on specific measures to reduce their environmental impacts
- Gather and share ideas and feedback on how residents can improve their environmental performance.
- Take part in volunteering activates such as waste related events to promote good recycling behaviour.
- Positively promote your role and be a first point of contact for colleague or students on environmental issues and feedback any opportunities or problems to the Contracts and Environmental Coordinator.

If you would like to get involved and make a difference please contact:

Andrew Woffindin  
greenteam@sheffield.ac.uk